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ln 1938, Kristallnacht began
a reign of terror, vandalism,

and persecution. Businesses, synagogues,
homes, and people were

victimized The

excuse

used to spark Kristallnacht
was the killing of a German
diplomat, Ernst von Rath, by
Henchel Grynszpan, who acted alone in retaliation

for anti-Semitic atrocities in Germany. Approximately three fourths of a century before Kristallnacht, Yankee thugs established the precedent for
later SS and SA tactics by burning homes and businesses, looting possessions, and assaulting southern civilians. Before the atrocities committed in the
infamous Nazi concentration camps, Confederate
POW soldiers were systematically starved, left to
freeze, denied medical care, tortured, and killed in
Yankee prison camps. Today, abortion mills systematically commit infanticide, deal in body parts for
research, and engineer the development and growth
of the population in ways that Dr. Josef Mengele
would find agreeable. Recently, a furious attack has
been unleashed against Confederate symbols and
the excuse is the same as the one given for Kristallnacht- - rllurder commiffed by a lone assailant.

ln Z1"t-century America, there exist among us those
who would commit the same infamous deeds done
under the Nazi regime. All they lack is the opportunity. The only effective restraint against that opportunity is the influence of the Holy Spirit and moral
precepts of a church composed of faithful Christians.
But, that is changing. Fascism in Germany was
made possible in part by the incursion of liberalism
into Christian theology and the church, beginning in
late 19th century Europe. Sin came to be explained
by secular psychology as a mere aberration of natural causes. The ranks of the clergy were infiltrated
by those akin to agnostics. The Bible was dismissed
as an unreliable collection of poetry and historical
anecdotes. Christ, if He ever existed, was portrayed
at best as a mortal ethical teacher. This all sounds
similar to the so-called Jesus Seminar of tod ay, resetting the stage for Act ll of fascism, this time to be
played out on the American stage.

Hitler once commented, "One who interprets National Socialism merely as a political movement
knows almost nothing about it. lt is...the determination to create a new man." He planned for the
day when he could see the wild beast leap from
the eyes of the Aryan Ubermensch (superman).
Research in the 21't century seeks to develop a
super soldier, hybrid humahs, and enhanced mental capabilities with the use of genetic manipulation, implants, and other technology. Ultimately,
the world will witness the reproduction of the
Nephilim. (Gen. 6:4) William James, a psychologist, taught, "Repeat a lie often enough and people
will believe it." Hitler added, "The great masses of
the people...will more easily fall victims to a big lie
than to a small one." A big lie incessantly repeated is the theory of evolution produced by Darwin, who was influenced by Hinduism and reincarnation from lndia. lf one refuses to accept the account of creation in Genesis, a substitute explanation is required. lt incorporates the humanistic belief that man can achieve perfection for himself
and the world by degrees of initiation into the esoteric realm and incremental advances. This process also applies to social issues. Tobacco, or addiction, is leading to the legalization of smoking
marijuana. Legalization of miscegenation has led
to the legalization of sodomy and the legalization
of polygamy is rising on the horizon. Legalization
of infanticide (abortion) is leading to the legalization of euthanasia which will imitate Nazi legislation that was entitled Law For The Destruction Of
Lives That Are Not Worth Living. The world's
dream of a superman and race mocks and opposes God's plan which proclaims, "Therefore, if
one is in Christ, he is a new creatioJ'1..." (ll Cor.
5:17)
Throughout history, the left has sought to create its
own golden era called the Golden Dawn. ln the
18th century, the Age of Reason, promoted by
pseudo-intellectuals in Europe,
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challenged traditional authority, especially Christianity.
Its promise was that reason applied to secular knowledge could bring man perfection and bliss. There is a
critical difference between reason and rationalization.
The crowning achievement of the Age of Rationalization
was the bloody French Revolution. ln the 2}th century,
at a book-burning rally, Goebbels shouted, "The past is
lying in flames. The future will rise from the flames
within our hearts." "These flames...light up a new era..."
That new era was to have been the thousand-year reich.
After \nArull, the reich was in ashes. Beginning in the
1960's, astrologers proclaimed that the earth's rotation
through the zodiac had reached the New Age of Aquarius. Again, emphasis is placed on secular rationalization
and diverted away from God to man, away from Christianity and truth to secular philosophy and science, creating a false antithesis between components that are compatible. When used properly as intended, science
makes discoveries, philosophy raises questions about
those discoveries, and theology provides the answers.
That is why theology is referred to as queen of the sciences. Using a holistic approach, New Agers see man
evolving through a process of becoming a citizen of the
world under a one-world government and one with nature and the universe. The truth is, 21't-century man is
not evolving into the Golden Dawn of a New Age of
Aquarius; he is devolving into a new Dark Age of acrimony. Holy Scripture calls its culmination the Great
Tribulation. (Dan . 12:1 , Rev. 7:14)
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